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The governing equations and the initial and boundary conditions of interactions between gas (vapour) phase and a glass melt
are presented for the following processes: precipitation of the sulphate layer on the glass level and its interaction with the

melt, volatilization of a glass component frorn the melt without chenical reaction and with chemical reaction on the phase
boundary or in the gas phase (reactive evaporation). In addtion, the special cases of the physical and chemical evaporation
are presented.

INTRODUCTION

Interactions of gases and vapours with glass melt
involve a wide class of phenomena, influencing both
glass properties and glass melting process. When trying
to describe the interactions quantitatively, the main
processes should be defined, their ordering and the con-
trolling processes, as well as the respective chemisms
should be defined. As for gas (vapour) - glass melt
interactions, the consecutive transport in liquid phase,
boundary reaction and transport in gas phase (or on the
contrary) are assumed. The transport in liquid seemed to
be the main controlling phenomenon, however, both
surface reaction and transport in gas phase appear to
play an important role in real technological conditions.
That is why the general treating of interactions and
model simpliťrcations _ using experimental studies _ are
needed to find and to describe the particular cases. In
the first part of this work [1], the general case has been
described, having considered the control function of all
three steps of interaction process, involving the respec-
tive chemical reaction. The interactions of physically
and chemically soluble technological gaseš with glass
melts and oxidation-reduction equilibria of gases in the
melt were theoretically treated to present the appropri-
ate cases of gas - glass melt interactions. The goal of
this part is to describe the precipitation of sulphate layer
on glass level and its interaction with both atmosphere
and glass melt, as well as to present the relations, gov-
erning the general case of the volatile component evap-
oration from a glass melt with or without chemical reac-
tion. The potentially possible special cases of evapora-
tion are presented, too.

THE PRECIPITATION AND INTERACTION OF
THE SULPHATE LAYER ON THE GLASS LEVEL

The sulphate layer can precipitate on the glass
level at high concentrations of SO2 and 02 in atmos-
phere and at low temperatures [2]. The same phenome-
non may occur on bubble surfaces Í3, 4].The cause of
this behaviour consists in chemical dissolution of
SOt + 02 mixture in the basic glass melt (see paragraph
4 in [l]), and in the limited solubility of arisen sulphate
in the glass. The process is controlted by the chemical
reaction [2]:

SOr (s) + Oz G) + Na2O (D Na2SOa (f (1)

The precipitated sodium sulphate can form layer or
pools on the glass level, and interacts with both gas and
liquid phase (layer growth or disappearing). The accept-
able explanation for the hydrodynamic behaviour of the
layer assumes the precipitated sulphate is drifted by the
glass melt and the glass convection close to the inter-
phase boundary glass melt - sulphate layer is very
restricted (rigid phase boundary owing to the presence
of the surface active sodium sulphate). The mass trans-
fer of SO2 between glass melt and layer is considered
the controlling mechanism of layer interaction with
glass while the chemical reaction (l) controls the layer
formation or decompositíon from the gas side. The sim-
plified outline of the mentioned behaviour is presented
in figure l.

The rate of the layer formation or decomposition
from the glass side is given
by l2l
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WhereMsor&nd MNa2soa are the appropriate molecu-
lar masses and ĎN"2soa is-thé sodium sulphate density.

If only one oxidation-reduction reaction in the
glass melt is considered, namely the reaction of sulphate
ions (see equations (31) and (35a) in Part I [1]), the
transport of three components in the static glass melt
close to the layer is described by equations (35a) and
(s9 - 60) in Part I [l].

The following initial and boundary conditions are
valid:

t = 0; x < 0; c!or= clsori c[r= c\sr; clo?-= clsoti
equation (35a) in Part I is valid

t > 0; x ( ( 0; c!gr= clso'i c[r=c[gr; cšo?-= clso?-i
equation (35a) in Part I is valid

for all t; x : 0; cšor= clsorl c[r= c|rgr' cšo?-= clsoli
and equation (35a) in Part I is valid.

(3)

Where cj1 is the concentration of the i-th compo-
nent in the glass melt saturated by the sodium sulphate.

The formation and decomposition of the sulphate
layer from the gas side, controlled by equation (l), is
given by [2]:

Tr^r*{['*" 
("b,),,] 

;"*,* 
r.3or'' 

]
(4)

Where &561is the rate constant of the sulphate layer
formation, p" is the density of the stoichiometric mix-
ture SO2 * Oz (2:l), c so?- and c!e, are the gas phase
concentrations of SO2 and 02 in equilibrium with sul-
phate layer or with glass saturated by sodium sulphate,
respectively.

The transport of SO2 and 02 in gas phase is
described by equations (36 - 37) in Part I [1] under the
initial and boundary conditions:

t = 0; x > 6; cBso, = cfso,l cgo,= cfto,

t > 0; x >> 6; 
"tror= 

cfsor; ,toi= 
"%,for all t;x: 6; equátion (3sa) iÍí tl] iš valid where

cl: cli and cgs: cl;/r;
(s)

The rate of sulphate layer growth or dissolution
gives the difference:

If the transport of SO2 and 02 in gas phase is fast
enough, equations (36 - 37) in [1] are omitted and the
following boundary conditions are valid in the gas
phase:

for all t;x > 6; cšor= cťso'i Cgor= CŽo,
x: 6; equation (35a) in !l is valid where
cl: cli and cg: cli/x1

(7)

In later stages of layer existence (layer is thick), the
simultaneous control by Na2O transport through both
melts is probable.

VOLATILIZATION OF GLASS COMPONENTS
FROM A MELT

WITHOUT CHEMICAL REACTION

If the volatile glass component is designated by the
subscript A, the apropriate governing reactions of the
general case are (all three steps share the control):

E"l
= Di,YzcA'vrVc{

dr

"i : DE^Y'rž,-vgVcí
Et

t=0;

t>0;

for all tr: x :0; 
- 

: &n(cl - cflr6)
Et

(8)

(e)

[*); x < 0; cl,: cl,c,

x > 0; cŽ,= c|o
x -> 'o";cl: cfa
x ) 6i cte: c|o

d"l

í a"o '\

(6) I l: &o("lo- cfolro)
I dt )-=o*:[.Ť)* [-''):'

Where a is the rate constant of the surface reac-
tion and 16 is the equilibrium factor between concentra-
tion of the component A in the melt and gas.

Special cases:

1. The surface reaction is fast enough [5], equations
(8 - 9) are valid. The initial and boundary conditions
fort>0andx:0are:

cl: cf; ro (11)

2. If the suďace reaction is controlling, the following
equation will be valid for all t and x: 0:

(10)

(r2)
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4. The transport in liquid phase is controlling [6],
equation (8) is valid with the initial and boundary con-
ditions:

3. The transport in gas phase is controlling, equation
(9) is valid with the initial and boundary condi-
tions:

The presented reactions enable to estimate the sig-
niťrcant role of vaporization chemisms for the entire
vaporization process. Unfortunately, the chemical data
about the vaporization of components from a glass melt
are scarce and not unambiguous [14]. Nevertheless, the
acceptable idea of chemical vaporization is the follow-
ing process: the volatile component evaporizes from the
melt (therefore an equilibrium exists between the liquid
and gas form of the component on the phase boundary),
and the gas form reacts partially or completely with
another component in gas phase. The second reacting
component is either coming from the glass
(reaction (20)) or it was originally present in the gas
phase (reactions (17 - 19) and (21)).

As an example of "reactive evaporation", the evap-
oration of Na2O from the melt and its reaction with
water vapour will be treated (reaction (17)). The con-
centration of molecular water in the glass melt will be
considered negligible (reaction Q$ in [1]), as well as
the NaOH solubility in the melt. The transport equations
of reacting components will therefore involve the trans-
port of Na2O through the glass, the chemical reaction in
the gas phase and the respective chemical equilibrium
of three reacting components in the gas phase.

The governing equations are:

6. The transport in liquid phase and suďace reaction
are controlling [6, 7, 8f, equation (8) is valid with the
initial and boundary conditions:

t>0; x<0; cl=cle
t=0; x>0; ,to:r3o
for all r;x: O; cf, : cf6lra

t=0; x<0; cl=cle
t>0; x>0; ci=cfn
for all t;x : 0; cl : cf6 16

tž0; r<0; cl:cle
t=0; x>0; cŽ':cŽo

Ecl
for all Íix:0; 

- 
: to(clo- Kecí)

Er

t=0; r<0; cl:cle
t>0; x>0; "i:cfe

d.A
for all t:x:0; 

- 
: kn(ck- KecÍe)

Dt

Na2O (1, d + H2O G) =*-r- 2 NaOH (g) [5, 8]

PbO (/, g) + H2O (g) a=:>-<- Pb(oH)2 G) [9, to]

BzOr (1, g) + HtO G) +
--r-> 2 HBO2 k) [11]

Eck",o

# = Dk,'oV2 ck.zo - vrV ck,zo

1!ť Ib : Dg(Nazo) _ Ds(H2o)
dt dt

(1 3)

(14)

(ls)

(16)

(r7)

(18)

(te)

(20)

(2t)

5. The transport in gas phase and surface reaction are
controlling, equation (9) is valid with the initial and
boundary conditions:

(22)

VOLATILIZATION OF A GLASS COMPONENT
WITH CHEMICAL REACTION ON THE GLASS

SURFACE OR IN THE GAS PHASE

Several volatilization processes are obviously
bound with chemical reaction leading to process accel-
eration. As an example, following reactions may be
mentioned:

dcfr"ro

Dt

(26)

Taking into account equation (26), equations (23 -
25) can be arranged as follows:

Dft",ov2 cfr"zo -ve v cfr.zo. P!-l Q3)" ( dt)"n

E"fr'o ía" "o)

a, 
: D?r,oYz cfr,o _Vg V 

" ,o * 
[É* 

(24)

Ecfr.orr íd"f,'.o")

a, 
:Dfr"oHV2cfi.on-vcvcfr"oH * 

[ * J., Qs)

The values of (Ec; / dt).6 are bound by the stoi-
chiometry of reaction (17):

ía"í,",o ) í a"',o '\ t (ac1.o" ')

[;j; [ " J.;-; [ * ,J.,

BzOr k) +Na2O G) +-<-> 2 NaBO2 k) Íl2] (27)

NaF (, g) + H2O G) +-<> NaoH G) + HF G) [13]
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Ecfr.ro Ecfr.on
2 _ - -- zDE (Na2O) + Dc (NaOH) (28)

dt dt

Where:

d"fr"o

Et

Jcft"oH

(33)

(34)

(37)

Os(t):D?Vzcf-vVcf

If the chemical reaction (17) is fast
equilibrium sets all over the gas phase:

dt

are valid. The initial and boundary conditions on the
phase boundary are:

for all Í;x:0:
- reaction (17) is fast enough: equation (30) is
valid on the phase boundary to calculate the
values of (cfi,6)*=6 and (cftuoH)*=o;

for the concentration of clr"zo, we have: cil.ro:
: Cfr"ro Íi,l"2o -) 0
- reaction (17) is slow: 

(35)

(36)

2. The transport in gas phase is fast.
Equation (22) is valid and the following initial and

boundary conditions on the phase boundary:

- reaction (17) is fast enough: equation (30) is valid
with cf;,"os: cfNuou and cfir6 : c|1.rai therefore as
well (cft.rg)*=g will be constánt (see-equation (30)).

- reaction (17) is slow (mixed control): equation (31)
or (36) (reaction is almost completed) is valid with
cfiro: cf"ro 1ts1.

3. The transport in liquid phase is fast.
Equations (27) anď (28) are valid as well as equa-

tion (30) if reaction (17) is fast enough. For the case of
slow reaction (17) (mixed control), equations (27) and
(28) as well as equation (31) with equation (23) should
be solved. The initial and boundary conditions on the
phase boundary are:

- reaction (17) is fast enough, equation (30) is valid
with ciuore: cJp.ro

- reaction.(17) is slow, equation (31) is valid with
cfr"ro: cjN.zo / KN.ro.

The evaporation of fluorides from the glass melt is
influenced by the water vapour concentration in the gas
phase, by the gas phase hydrodynamics and by glass
convection in the liquid driven by surface tension fluc-
tuations U6, l7l. The probable chemism of evaporation
is given by reaction (21).

The governing equations are:

E.1.,.,
: Dr(NaF)

dr

(2e)

enough, the

(30)

: De (NaOH)

And cft".6: cl.l",o / KN",o .

If reacti"on (17Í is stow and reversible
component does not react completely), the
kinetic relation can be written:

f#l]n 
- &Nazo (cft',o - cfr"zo'q ) (cfr'o - cfr,o'o) (31)

Í''lťl= - No,o cfr",o cfr,o

I dt )*=o

["ft"o"]t
KN.2o =

^B ^8uNa2O LH2O

(the Na2O
following

Where ÉN"'o is the rate constant of equation (17)
and cf;1n e"o as weil as cfirs.o are the appropriate equilib-
rium válues under given temperature (calculated from
equation (30)).

Thus, if the process is controlled by mass transport
in both phases and chemicat reaction (17) is fast
enough, equations (22), (27 - 28) and (30) should be
solved to get the concentration distributions of Na2O (I),

Na2O (B), HzO (g) and NaOH (g).
If, on the contrary reaction (17) is slow enough,

the concentration distribution of the mentioned compo-
nents is obtainable by solution of equations (22), (27 -

28) and equation (23) with equation (31).
The initial and boundary conditions for both treat-

ed cases are:

t : 0; x < 0; cl"ro: clN"ro
x > 0; cI: cEoi,. guation (30) is valid

t > 0; x + --lcf"zo= clN"zo
x 4 i c|= cái, 9uation (30) is valid

for all T:x:0:
a) fast chemical reaction, equation (30) is valid
b)slow chemical reaction, equation (31) is
valid.

(32)

Special cases:

1. The reaction (17) realizes almost completely, i.e.
the concentration of Na2O in the gas phase will be neg-
ligible. Then reaction (17) will be significant only on
the phase boundary.

If the mass transport in both phases controls this
process, reaction (22) (the transport of Na2O in the liq-
uid phase) and reactions:
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Ecfr"r

- : Dg(Nď) +
dt

d"fr,o_= = Dg(HrO) +
dt

í a"í'"' )t_t
t Et )"n

ía.',o )

[".,l-

The initial and boundary conditions are:
(38)

t : 0; x < 0; cl.r"r: 
"lr*

dcfr.ou í á"i'.o" )--- :De(NaOH)+ l- ldt\/t&)"n
E"fr, í a"fi. )

a, =Dg(HF).[. * J.,,

The reaction stoichiometry gives:

t+), t"h-[#), (2,

The arrangement of equations (38 - 42) gives:

dcfr"r E" rro
= Dg (Nď) - ps 1H'o) (43)dt dr

dcft"og ?. r.

ar - a, = - Dg (NaoH) - Ps 1HF) (44)

ía.f;'". )

[" 1;

(3e)

(40)

(41)

dcfr"r Ec rro Ecfr"on d"fr.
+ 

-+ 
{ 

-=dt dt át

= Dg (NaF) + De (HzO) + De (NaOH) + Dg (HF) (45)

If the reaction is fast enough, the equilibrium sets:

^E ^8LNaOH oHF
ÍaANaF -

^8 ^8LNaF aHzO

Where cfr"r= cf1.p/ q,bp.
For the slow chemical reaction, we have:

ía"f;,* '\I l- - L-. -{cfr".- cft"r.q) (c ro- crro.q) (47)
I ar I, '-Nrr \

Thus, for rapid reaction (21), the set of equations
(37), (43 - 45) and equation (a6) is solved, while in the
case of slow chemical reaction equations (37), (43 - 45)
and equation (38) with (a7) give the concentration pro-
files of reacting components in both phases.

x > 0; 
"Í 

= "B'ť equation (aQ is valid
t > 0; x + - -icilar= clN"r

x J ooi CB, = Cži, QUation (a6) is valid
for all Í:x = 0:

- reaction (21) is fast enough, equation (46) is
valid
- reaction (21) is slow, equation (af is valid

(48)

If the glass convection, driven by fluctuations of
suďace tension, is effective enough, the evaporation is
controlled by the transport in gas phase only [16, l7].
The governing equations are (43 - 45) and (a6) in the
case of rapid chemical reaction or (43 - 45) and (38)
with (47) for slow chernical reaction. If the equilibrium
is shifted to the reaction products (cft"r + 0), then the
volatilization, controlled by the transport in gas phase,
will be described by the set of equations (39 - 41) with
(dcildÍ ).r,= 0 and the initial and boundary conditions
on the phase boundary are:

- reaction (21). is fast enough, equation (a6) is valid
with cftrp : clN.r / KN"r

- reaction (21) is slow:

f#L- N"r"1".,/ rN"r (cr,o- cfr,o.o) (4e)

Figure l. The schematic picture of concentration distribution of
SO2 and 02 close to sulphate layer.

CONCLUSION

The algorithms for numerical solution of the equa-
tions, presented in both part of this work, are generally
at disposal and the qualitative descriptions of the treat-
ed gas (vapour) - glass melt interactions are mostly
known from laboratory measurements. However, two
problems arise when trying to describe the particular
phenomenon: availability of the appropriate equilibrium
data (equilibrium constants, gas solubilities in glasses
and equilibrium partial pressures of volatile compo-

dt

(46)
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nents), of the kinetic data (rate constants of desorption
or absorption, rate constants of chemical reactions), of
the transport data (diffirsion coefftcients of transported
components), and knowledge of the truthful chemism of
some processes of reactive evaporation. These facts are
challenge to the development and application of the
appropriate experimental methods as are measurement
of gas solubilities and diffusivities in glass melts, equi-
libration of glass melts with reacting gases or gas mix-
tures and vapours, and establishing analytical methods
for component determination both in liquid and gas
phase.

Another important task appears to be revealing
relations between glass composition and some physical
constants, as are diffirsion coeffrcients of transported
components and equilibrium or rate constants of chem-
ical reactions. This activity has a special significance
for the volatilisation process. The dependence between
glass composition and glass properties causes the gov-
erning equations of component volatilization describe
only idealized, potentially possible cases. That is why
this theoretical study cannot replace the fundamental
experimental research of these processes. Nevertheless,
the proposed equations can be subsequently used to
describe the general non-steady state case, working
under real conditions and being characterized by the
changes of control mechanisms with time.
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INTERAKCE PLYNŮ A PAR sE SKELNÝMI revBNINAMI

ČÁsr z.
INTERAKCE vYLouČBNÉ sÍneNovÉ VRSTVY

A INTERAKCE PAR

LUBoMÍR NĚMEC

Laborato anotganiclcych materiál ,

spoleěné pracoviště Ústavu anorganické chemie AYČR
a I soké školy chemicko-technologické,

Technick S, 166 28 Praha

Jako p íklad interakce plynné fáze se skelnou taveninou je
uvedena tvorba síranové wstvy na hladině skloviny p i
dostatečně vysokém parciálním tlaku So2 a 02 v atmosfé e a za
p ítomnosti alkalick ch oxid v tavenině. Analogicky s

chováním wstvy vyloučené na povrchu bublin jsou tvorba nebo
rozklad wstvy ze strany plynné fáze Íizeny chemickou reakcí.
Ze sttany skelné fáze mliuŽe vrstva rovněž r st nebo se

rozpouštět ve sklovině; tento proces je íizen transportem v
kapalné fázi. Ye druhé části práce jsou uvedeny základní Íidíci
rovnice pro odpa ování těkavé složky ze skloviny v obecném
p ípadě. Vedle obecn ch rovnic jsou zmíněny rovněž vztahy
popisující chování ve speciálních p ípadech, tj. odpa ování
hzené transportem v kapalné nebo plynné fázi, odpa ování
Íízené povrchovou interakcí a smíšené p ípady izeni, tj.
současné izeni transportem v kapalné fázi a powchovou reakcí
nebo powchovou reakcí a transportem v plynné fázi. Poslední
část práce se zab vát mechanismem odpa ování těkavé složky
za prisobení chemické reakce (reaktivní odpa ování). Je rovněž
uveden obecn ' p ípad i p ípady speciální, zahrnující mj.

izenítransportem jen v jedné z fází a smíšenou kontrolou
transportu v jedné fáni a chemickou reakcí (jak powchovou, tak
v plynné fázi). Y reálném p ípadě m že docházet ke změně
ídícího děje s časem a k podstatnějším změnám vlastností

taveniny v powchové wstvě. Proto jsou uvedené vztahy
popisem idealizovan'm, někdy vztažen m k určité fáni
odpa ování. U všech p ípadri jsou uvedeny počáteční a okrajové
podmínky ešení.

13.

t4.

15.
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